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Whether writing a shopping list or a poem, art and flower lovers will find this handy, inexpensive,
and beautiful pocket-sized notebook irresistible. Its front and back covers are adorned with a
full-color reproduction of van Gogh's 1889 floral masterpiece Irises. Blank pages.
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Don't be fooled thinking this is a full size notebook, it is small. If I open my hand and lay my hand flat
open this notebook fits inside that space. It is cool though, if you want to carry it around in your
purse or anything to jot down thoughts. Pages are blank, no lines.

I keep one on my nightstand and it doubles as a pretty coaster and handy notepad. I also carry one
in my purse. I don't want a large or thick notebook for either use. The Dover notepads/notebooks
are decorative and just right.

This is not a very good quality notebook, it's more of a notepad quality. I can find much better stuff
at a dollar store. It is paperback and very thin backing at that, even for $1.50.

Very cute little doodle pad. I tend to keep paper around for little notes and stuff I need to remember,
and instead of filling up and wasting a huge notebook..I can use this and keep it in my purse. I like
the small size and unlined paper. Great little notepad.

my dad needed to spend an extra dollor to get free shipping with prime. we searched one dollor
items and found alot of things that were over a dollor. we decided we would get this beacause it was
only one dollor and free shipping[for us]. this wonderful, van Gogh notebook is good for: jornal, art
book, and idea notepad. you or your kids will love this. it is about 60 pages of blank printer paper in
a appropriate size to put in your purse. get this for only one dollor. it is amazing and a great deal. so
if you are looking to be creative and need something to express yourself, pick up one of these
today.

Simple blank page notebook - is about the size of my hand. Cover is lightly laminated so it shouldn't
wear too quickly. Thicker than I expected with very good quality paper. Would make a great gift
addition. Got it for grocery lists in my purse. Very happy with purchase.

The pages are smooth, unlined, almost slick, but absorbent to hold mediums. Tried out my
iridescent Sennelier oil pastels on one page and they did not smear on previous page! I was
surprised. Great little book for jotting down sketches, pencil or pen (don't know if there is bleed
through with ink), or just experimenting. I would not use this for a permanent painting keeper since
does not say acid free, but for experimenting, it is great. Recommend. Plenty of pages and bigger
than expected.

Good thing to keep on you and super cute ! Measures 4"x6", edges get a bit battered after a lot of
toting around but still maintains shape and design.
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